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We are in a historic period of forced liquidation wherein there are huge forced liquidations of most positions 
with no regard to fundamentals.  
 
Things in commodities are unfolding more or less as one would think in a period like this and as I explained. 
I certainly repeatedly explained that there would be big corrections and always pointed out what happened 
in 2001 when commodities corrected. Stocks started going down well before commodities then; went down 
further; and stayed down longer. The same seems to be happening again. Stocks peaked about 10 months 
before commodities and have gone down much more [at least to date] as you know. [I also repeatedly 
explained to all that I was short financial stocks and was long commodities which has worked great to date --
- although I doubt many others shorted financials.] 
 
We have had periods in history when nearly everyone is forced to reverse positions no matter what. Periods 
of panic have nearly always led to opportunities. E.g. in the 1930s, commodities hit bottom before stocks. In 
the 1970s during the commodity bull market [while stocks were terrible] there were many periods when 
commodities were hit. E.g. gold went up 600% and then began correcting. It went down nearly every month 
for 2 years until it was down 50% and most gave up. It then turned around and went up 850%. That is the 
way markets work. E.g. the most recent bull market in oil began in 1999. Oil has fallen 40-50% 3 
times during this period [4 times now counting this one] scaring the bulls, but NOT ending the bull 
market. That is the way markets work and always have worked. The same sort of thing happened in the 
1970s.  
 
Yes, the recessions may affect demand for oil in some countries. But remember that the supply of oil 
continues to decline nearly everywhere. There have still been no elephants discovered in over 40 years 
and nearly all fields are in decline worldwide. We had bad economies in the 1970s yet oil went up 10 
times --- with plenty of corrections along the way. Are your people who are ignoring supply and saying 
oil demand will be affected buying stocks instead!? The current conditions may insure the commodity 
bull market lasts even longer. E.g. many farmers cannot get loans for production much less to expand. No 
one can get loans to open new mines. The price declines even make some feel they should not increase 
productive capacity meaning less supply down the road. History shows that the things which lead coming 
out of periods of forced liquidation have been the things where the fundamentals are unimpaired. The 
fundamentals of nearly every sector have been impaired [e.g. Barclays, autos, housing, et al]. The 
fundamentals of agriculture have not been basically changed. The inventories are at 50 year lows, 
etc. The secular fundamentals for other commodities have not changed although there may be some 
cyclical slow downs on the demand side. But supply is declining too. I bought more of the Rogers 
Commodity Index and the Rogers Agriculture Index on 9 October and 13 October. I have no idea when this 
period of forced liquidation without regard to fundamentals will end, but commodities are the only sector 
where the fundamentals are intact. 

      
Source: Barclays Capital, 14 October 2008 
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DISCLAIMER: 
The information published should be used for information purposes only and is not meant to be a solicitation for sales. It is 
subject to change without notice and should not be taken as advice. The AmMutual Master Prospectus is available at our 
office and all authorized agents/distributors of AmInvestment Services Berhad.  Please read and understand the contents of 
the Prospectus before investing. The prices of units and distributions made, if any, may go down as well as up.  Also consider 
the fees and charges involved before investing. Units are issued upon receipt of a duly completed application form referred to 
in and accompanying the prospectus.  


